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ABSTRACT
This paper, in early draft, philosophises in company with a recent book,
Tyson Yunkaporta’s Sand Talk: How Indigenous Thinking Can Save the World (2020). The work
centres an Indigenous perspective on global knowledge systems, refusing to accede to a more
familiar demand to report on Indigenous knowledge for a global audience’s
benefit. Yunkaporta stresses the importance of processes of Indigenous knowing and
transmission, over the content of such knowledge. It is the task of ‘custodians’ not simply to
look after Country in a naturalistic sense, but to increase connectedness within creation,
transmitting knowledge within ‘cultural frameworks aligned with the patterns of creation’
(119). As the epistemic condition of relating to (or saving) the world, such connectedness is basic
to sustainability at multiple levels.
My primary aim in the talk will be to outline some of the philosophical contours of this account.
At the centre of Yungaporta’s narrative is the claim that the unsustainable life of city-based
civilisations embodies a narcissistic structure of ‘greater-than’ everything else. This narcissism is
the essence of Law-breaking, and leads to destruction. Conversely, Yunkaporta describes
Indigenous ways of practising equality as corresponding to a relation with time experienced as
ongoing and regenerating creation, giving rise to an imminent and unsurpassable Law.
Cautiously, for fear of a certain civilisational narcissism creeping in, in the second part of my
paper I will comment on some affinities between this work and the deep criticism of
assumptions about knowing and being to be found in certain threads of European thought. In
particular, I look to build some links with Jean-Luc Nancy’s ontology of singular-plural
existence, which also offers a critique of global knowledge systems and a reframing of time and
existence.
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